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The Book of Five Rings is one of the most insightful texts on the subtle arts of confrontation

and victory to emerge from Asian culture. Written not only for martial artists but for anyone who

wants to apply the timeless principles of this text to their life, the book analyzes the process of

struggle and mastery over conflict that underlies every level of human interaction.The Book of

Five Rings was composed in 1643 by the famed duelist and undefeated samurai Miyamoto

Musashi. Thomas Cleary's translation is immediately accessible, with an introduction that

presents the spiritual background of the warrior tradition. Along with Musashi's text, Cleary

translates here another important Japanese classic on leadership and strategy, The Book of

Family Traditions on the Art of War by Yagyu Munenori, which highlights the ethical and

spiritual insights of Taoism and Zen as they apply to the way of the warrior.

"Embraced by many contemporary readers as a manual on how to succeed in life."— Library

JournalFrom Library JournalWritten by legendary Japanese swordsman Musashi, this 17th-

century exposition of sword-fighting strategy and Zen philosophy has been embraced by many

contemporary readers, especially business school students, as a manual on how to succeed in

life. There are many English translations, but every one, including this one, suffers from

inadequate cultural, literary, and philosophical commentary. Musashi's work should be studied,

not simply read, and Cleary's translation lacks commentary; it also makes the prose seems flat

and the philosophy simplistic. Yet what makes this new translation worthwhile is the second

text, buried deep in the back like an appendix: Yagyu Munenori's The Book of Family Traditions

on the Art of War. This text, also an exposition on sword fighting and Zen philosophy, is difficult

to find in an English translation, and its availability is welcome. Recommended for academic

libraries generally.- Glenn Masuchika, Chaminade Univ. Lib., HonoluluCopyright 1993 Reed

Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the

Inside Flap"The Book of Five Rings is one of the most insightful texts on the subtle arts of

confrontation and victory to emerge from Asian culture. Written not only for martial artists but

for anyone who wants to apply the timeless principles of this text to their life, the book analyzes

the process of struggle and mastery over conflict that underlies every level of human

interaction."The Book of Five Rings was composed in 1643 by the famed duelist and

undefeated samurai Miyamoto Musashi. Thomas Cleary's translation is immediately

accessible, with an introduction that presents the spiritual background of the warrior tradition.

Along with Musashi's text, Cleary translates here another important Japanese classic on

leadership and strategy," The Book of Family Traditions on the Art of War by Yagyu Munenori,

which highlights the ethical and spiritual insights of Taoism and Zen as they apply to the way of

the warrior. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the Back Cover"The

Book of Five Rings is one of the most insightful texts on the subtle arts of confrontation and

victory to emerge from Asian culture. Written not only for martial artists but for anyone who

wants to apply the timeless principles of this text to their life, the book analyzes the process of

struggle and mastery over conflict that underlies every level of human interaction."The Book of

Five Rings was composed in 1643 by the famed duelist and undefeated samurai Miyamoto

Musashi. Thomas Cleary's translation is immediately accessible, with an introduction that

presents the spiritual background of the warrior tradition. Along with Musashi's text, Cleary

translates here another important Japanese classic on leadership and strategy," The Book of



Family Traditions on the Art of War by Yagyu Munenori, which highlights the ethical and

spiritual insights of Taoism and Zen as they apply to the way of the warrior. --This text refers to

an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorMiyamoto Musashi, who lived in Japan in

the 1600s, was an undefeated dueler, a masterless samurai, and an independent teacher. He

spent the last decades of his life refining and teaching his military science. --This text refers to

an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Anonymous, “What can you say, its Musashi. Reading Musashi is a right of passage. The man

was a complete badass, on a level many of us will only ever dream of.That said, he excelled in

killing people, not writing books, and this reads exactly how you would expect a world-

renowned killer would write. The passages and subjects are scattered and disjointed, and at

times make very little sense. Sometimes hes describing precise sword movements and battle

tactics, next hes talking about extremely esoteric ideas in a rambling, stream-of-consciousness

sort of way.I'd say what you get out of the book is entirely subjective. It's been said that this is

the Japanese version of Sun Tzu's "The Art of War." All Japanese executives have read it.

Martial arts masters have read it. Historical scholars and enthusiasts as well. If you have the

ability to take 18th century martial arts tactics and apply it to modern day situations, you could

gain a great deal from this book. If you read it literally... well you may just have a laugh and

write it off as the crazy mutterings of an old man.Either way its a cheaply priced, reasonably-

sized book, and this is one of the better translations out there. Definitely add it to your

collection and give it a go. Plus you'll be able to brag that you've read Musashi, a man who died

undefeated with over 60 confirmed kills in martial combat! Total badassery!”

Chris, “Read this book if you want to learn about sword fighting.. I feel this is often

recommended as a kind of philosophical book where readers are urged to find a deeper

meaning in the concepts described and possibly even connect them to their own struggles.

Realistically, this is a short book full of short sentences about sword fighting. It kinda reads like

Hemingway, if Hemingway had spent his entire life doing something other than writing, and

then picked up a pen to write his first book at a very old age.I don't think I'm all that bad at

synthesizing different topics, but I had a difficult time reading about anything other than sword

fighting in this book. More specifically it is not about any kind of dueling or practice fighting.

This book is about how to win real battles by killing the opponent.I'm not calling the book bad,

because I feel like it hit the mark it was aiming for, which is teaching the reader how to kill

people with a sword. I'm just suggesting that this may not have as much deeper meaning as

prospective readers will hope for.”

M.S. Augustine, “A classic book in a simple paperback. I’ve been a lifelong martial artist and

with my recent rekindling of the practice of various styles of swordplay, it was only logical to

read the Japanese classic, The Book Of Five Rings. I’ve read this book before but didn’t

currently have a copy. Buying it in a simple small paperback version was a practical decision

and I’m glad I did. This version is an easy read that separates each of Miyamoto Musashi’s



scrolls into brief sub-sections. Being a low cost paperback you don’t mind marking the book

with your own notes. I don’t believe the inclusion of the additional Japanese classics were

necessary nor relevant as you could have filled the extra pages with notes or commentary. But

if you want a pocket size version of this classic - I would recommend this version.”

Inu, “A great Book to develop your Mind. There isn't much you can criticize about a book like

this. Except the fact that sometimes Musashi sensei might sound a little pretentious in his

comments.However this book comes with a warning, all the strategy Musashi sensei is talking

about happens during the "Tame" in a sword fight. To fully profit from it's knowledge either as a

sword fighter or a strategist, you must first practice kendo or at least any other form of sword

combat.Nevertheless this book is clearly an amazing aid to understand many kendo

techniques and a solid base for modern business strategy.”

Casey Machula, “Musashi is amazing. Whereas business leaders made this text famous by

applying its lessons to business competition, I read this text as it applies to life in general.

We're here, as Huxley put it in the Perennial Philosophy, to achieve unity with the divine. This

is a battle that must be fought. And you don't fight to score points or do damage or whatever.

You do whatever it takes to win. And that, Musashi points out, requires thorough knowledge of

oneself, and one's enemy. In the case of spirituality, one's own self is also the enemy. Musashi

understood this. Which is why he escaped from the confines of "self" into nothingness in the

Zen sense, where he had perfect freedom to act. He also knew about the importance of being

present, present enough to gauge and work with the individual "rhythm" of the moment. Losers

miss the rhythm, while winners not only know it, but know how to work with it. I suspect that

Musashi was an enlightened being. One doesn't know what he knew without having achieve

that state of being.”

Daniel Kubiak, “perform in all dealings with the same clear cut intensity as the task prioRmr.

Strange book but very enjoyable. Biggest take away “ perform in all dealings with the same

clear cut intensity as the task prior””

Danny, “Must read !. Great insight into early organisational thinking and very reasonable price.”

D_OM, “A blueprint for life. This is a truly amazing book whose pages contain pointers to the

path of strategic wisdom. Reading this and applying the wisdom is like standing on the

shoulder of a giant. An epic relic from an extraordinary life”

L, “Very insightful book. Very insightful book. A must for any martial artist or deep thinker in the

Asian culture.”

The book by Miyamoto Musashi has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 1,556 people have provided

feedback.
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